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PASSION
?Don't count the days. Make the days count.? ? M uhammad A l i
"To be a great motorbike racer," says multiple
MotoGP champ Valentino Rossi, "the most important thing
is passion for the bike."
And to be a great martial artist, the most important
thing is passion for the art.
Now that?s a bit more complicated. But take Mr.
Rossi?s comment metaphorically, in all its dimensions.
What does he mean by ?passion for the bike?? Well,
first off, it means you have an almost fanatic care for how it
works, how its parts are oiled and maintained, the tire tread,
the tire pressure, the brake sensitivity, all the inner workings
of the engine apparatus.
Then there?s a passion for the feel of the bike, the rumble
of the exhaust, the grips, the up- and down shift of gears,
the revs on the tach, the jumps of the speedometer needle as
the cycle f lies over the track.
Lean into your passions.
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There?s a passion, too, for how the bike looks; you?d better
believe that a pro racer?s ride looks sharp and clean.
So, back to karate....In martial arts, your body's the machine. You've gotta
respect your tools, the way they work.
That's why the advance of combos and forms advance along a specific
trajectory, each one involving different twists and turns designed to get your body's
machine to move in more advanced ways.
Basically, you may want more than anything to launch into jump sidekicks, but
you've got to learn how a plain ol' sidekick works first (it's a crawl before you walk
type of logic).
Second, martial artists feed their passion for how their machine [again, the
body] feels. You eat right, you stretch, you get to class to keep your body limber,
strong, ready to perform.
Likewise, just like on a bike or car, things can get out of whack sometimes,
especially after a rough patch of potholes (i.e., a series of sparring matches or a 6-mile
run). You've got to be sure to listen to your body and tend to any aches.
Finally, your appearance shows your passion. If you're doing forms at the Black Belt
test, you'd better be sweating through your uniform. At the same time, when you show
up for your belt promotion, your uniform should be pressed and clean.
You wear your passion on your sleeve, so to speak. Drenched and wrinkled or
crisp and clean, set a passionate example to others.

"Ryan?s dedication to martial arts has been nothing short of incredible. He started at age
10, and it has been amazing to watch him grow stronger and more confident. We could not
be more proud." ~Josh Fudge
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COACHES CORNER

Passion and Warfare: H ow Do You Keep Kids Passionate while
Correcting Their Every M ove?
Coaches: Have you ever been
critiqued? If you?re a student of the
martial arts, the likelihood is yes.
Instructors may have helped you
with your form, your stances, with little
details like the position of your elbow in
a down block or the angle of your wrist
on a reverse punch.
Critique helps refine us. In martial
arts and throughout life.
But it can be hard to accept.
"Some wish it would happen. Others make it happen." Michael Jordan

The key to maturity and growing into a leadership role is being able to accept criticism and learn
from it. When you fail a test, do you want to quit, or do you want to study harder and retake it?
The latter answer is the black belt way.
The same is true for kids, and we can nurture this sense of learning from critique? learning to
correct our own mistakes? through training in the martial arts.
Consider the belt testing schedule:
You attend classes and learn your curriculum. Instructors point out mistakes as you?re learning, but
only in ways that keep you on track or make you better as a martial artist (lower your front stance, for
example, or switch that front punch to a reverse).
Then Stripe Week comes, and it?s time to earn those marks on your belt that prove you?re really
ready to test. When it comes down to it, critique from instructors during Stripe Week is more pointed than
it is during the actual test; you?re bound to get specific feedback that tells you what you need to improve in
order to do well.
And that?s the same approach, as a parent, you might take when you?re coaching your kids?soccer
team or chess club. You critique, constructively, all the way to the big game? and that?s when the real
coaching takes effect.
Black Belts know how to give critiques. They know how to own their mistakes, too. The passion it
takes to earn your black belt is worth every every bit of criticism you get along the way, because the
passion you?ll find after earning it pays off.
?Ripple Effect Martial Arts not only teaches amazing martial arts skills and discipline. They also focus on attitude and
character development. Our son has pushed himself beyond what he thought was possible and we could not be prouder of him!?
The H errera Family
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?While [my son was] in the Little Ripple program, I saw that the instructors really had a passion
for teaching their art. Not to mention a massive amount of patience.? Chianne Coffman

NEW STUDENTS
FORT COLLI NS

LONGM ONT

JOHNSTOWN

Sawyer Beaty

Carlos Meazoa

Kase Kamas (LR)

Michelle Godinez

Ean Simmons

Kristopher Burham

Curtis Trujillo

Liam Rowland

Francis Shields (LR)

Craig Smoot

Izaiah Derrera

Maelia Vigil

Junior Parikh

Xavi Shields

Torin Harwell

Illianna Derrera

Weston Watson

Isabella Strong

Isabel Chavez

Adonias Archuleta

Simone Gerber

William Watson

Kuleis Kage (LR)

Julian Chavez (LR)

Sammy Perez

Jackson Koller

Saketh Vobbilisetty

Silas Landreth

Raven Nichols

Ben Luzader

Sarayu Vobbilisetty

Cedar Hall

Isabella Law

Mia Meazoa

Willow Settlemyer

Roman Evavold

Jayden Meazoa

Mac Urquhart

Lily Rowell

Abby Meazoa

Shawn Anderson

Daniella Mayen

LEADERSHIP
FORT COLLI NS

LONGM ONT
Nikki Schaub

Melissa Martine

Emma Schaub

Sammy Mills

Peter Schaub

Addyson Moorman

Grayson Normandin
Olivia Labrie
Samantha Labrie
Grady Snyder

JOHNSTOWN
Shayla Ashley

Zach Bashor

Jennifer Collins
Ariah Dougherty

"I t?s been a joy to watch John?s transformation from ner vous
little white belt to thriving Black Belt. Quiet composure.
Low-key grit. We?re so proud of you John!" ~Zach Baze

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Learn theart ofLeadershipwith Master Macy!

Wednesdays at
6 p.m.
Log in to theBl ack Bel t Book
Review at Virtual rippl es.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Read Great Books with a Bl ack Bel t!!

